14\textsuperscript{th} Workshop on Automotive Software & Systems
Milano – 10 Novembre 2016
Hotel Four Points by Sheraton, via Cardano,1 (zona Stazione Centrale)

PROGRAMMA PROVVISORIO

09:30  G. Lami (CNR-ISTI) – Welcome & Workshop Intro

Functional Safety Session
09:45  J. Favaro (Intecs) – Challenges in Automated Driving
10:15  F. Rossi (Resiltech) - Verso la nuova versione di ISO26262: che cosa cambia?
10:45  Question Time

11:15  COFFEE BREAK & NETWORKING – Offerto dagli Sponsor

CyberSecurity Session
11:30  A. Cornelio, E. Bragaglia, C. Senni, W. Nesci (Magneti Marellli) – Development of Intrusion Detection System for vehicle CAN bus cyber security
12:00  L. Mancini, F. De Santis (E-business) – CAR HACKING: the evolution of existing solutions and the emerging standards and tools
12:30  Question Time

13:00  LUNCH BREAK – Offerto dagli Sponsor

Innovation & emerging Trends Session
14:15  R. Bagnara (Bugseng; Univ. Parma) - MISRA C, for Security's Sake!
14:45  P. Gai (Evidence) - HERCULES: Software Architectures for Next-Generation Autonomous Driving Platforms
15:15  F. Falcini (Independent consultant and CNR/ISTI affiliate) – Deep Learning in Automotive: Challenges and opportunities

15:45  COFFEE BREAK & NETWORKING – Offerto dagli Sponsor

16:00  Panel: Current Standards vs. New Scenarios
17:15  Workshop closure

Info: www.automotive-spin.it